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WELCOME
DOMAIN GROUP 

Domain Group is recognised as a leader within Malta’s educational sector. The 
group of companies which was set up in 1995 consists of Computer Domain, 
Domain academy, English Domain and Domain Services. It has state of the art 
premises which are centrally located in the town of Mosta. 

As education specialists, Domain Group provides training and courses ranging 
from introduction to Masters Degree level to both individuals and corporate clients. 
Computer Domain was Domain Group’s first business endeavour and is responsible 
for the provision of ICT related courses. Domain academy covers training related 
to business, the film industry and others. English Domain is the arm which takes 
care of the teaching of English as a foreign language. Through Domain Services, 
Domain Group provides education support services such as school and classroom 
management systems that are utilised in-house and also provided to other 
educational institutions and eLearning platforms. Domain Services (together with 
its partner Fronter) won an international tender for the provision and training of an 
eLearning platform to all government Schools in Malta and Gozo. 

The Group currently has 100 both full time and part time employees with a population 
of over 800 students daily. Domain Group values partnerships and collaborates with 
the local industry in order to ensure that its curricula are aligned with and fulfilling 
the needs of employers. It is also affiliated with numerous world leaders in education 
such as the university of Hertfordshire UK, Cisco, Microsoft, the Grenoble Graduate 
School of Business, Edexcel BTEC and Pearson Group plc. 

Domain Group has provided extensive ICT training and services overseas. Industry 
recognised training such as Cisco and Microsoft courses were delivered to both oil 
industry and public service employees. 

ENGLISH DOMAIN 

English Domain prides itself in providing an excellent service, ensuring all students 
acquire a confident proficiency level in the English language. English Domain has 
an extensive portfolio of courses ranging from beginners to advanced level. It also 
takes pride in providing the best service in terms of accommodation, leisure and the 
welfare aspect of students. 

Apart from General English courses, English Domain provides English exam 
certifications such as IELTS and TOEFL that enable entry within foreign and UK 
based universities. English Domain provides innovative courses and different 
blends of learning. English for Special purpose courses include Legal English, 
English for the Medical Profession and the Financial Sector. Learning English and 
Having Fun (LEAF) courses aim to help individuals acquire the English language 
through learning another skill such as photography, web design or cookery. 

It is also noteworthy to mention that English Domain was entrusted by the local 
government, to provide Teacher Training Courses (TEFL) to individuals who wish to 
start teaching English as a foreign language.
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COURSES TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS 

We also provide courses which combine English with other 
subjects, such as Art and Cooking, to mention a few. Moreover, 
we also offer courses in which English is taught for specific 
technical professions, some of which include: Business and 
Banking English, Technical English, English for Aviators, English 
for Lawyers, English for the Oil and Engineering Industry, and 
even English for the Medical Sector. This enables English Domain 
to supply niche markets. 

WE CARE FOR OUR STUDENTS 

What makes English Domain special is that we go the extra mile 
to ensure our students are well cared for on every level and not 
treated as a number. This is applied throughout, from education 
to accommodation. Upon arrival, all students sit for an entry 
level test in order to establish their current level of English. This 
enables our teachers to adapt the lessons to the level of the 
students, ensuring that their maximum potential is brought out. 

When it comes to accommodation, we seek to provide our students 
with the ideal English speaking environment which encourages 
students to apply what they learn during their lessons, as well as 
culturing themselves outside of the classroom. At English Domain, 
we recommend host family accommodation for this reason. Host 
families provide a safe and welcoming environment; encourage 
students to speak English as well as exposing the students to the 
rich Maltese culture. 

OUR TEACHERS AND STAFF 

At English Domain we take pride in our highly qualified teachers 
and staff. Our teachers hold qualifications from the university of 
Malta, the university of Cambridge and Trinity College London. 
Our staff is used to working in multi-cultural environments in 
situations where communication is important and where team 
work is essential.

OUR CLASSES 

Our classrooms are state of 
the art and go beyond what 
one would normally expect 
to find in a classroom. 
Each one is fully equipped 
with a computer for each 
student, ensuring that the 
lessons delivered are more 
interactive. Furthermore, 
all our classrooms are air 
conditioned and equipped 
with projectors. 

FACILITIES 

• We are very conveniently situated close to all amenities and 
public transport passes by our school every few minutes.
• All our students benefit from access to our study area, which is 
equipped with computers having internet access, as well as our 
Student Lounge. 
• Tests are carried out in a designated room, specifically designed 
purely for testing.
• All students have the services of Free access to Wi-Fi in our 
student lounge, an emergency number they can call 24/7, as well 
as a student identification card entitling them to various discounts 
in shops, restaurants and venues around Malta and Gozo. 
• Free mobile sim card/micro-sim with advantageous student 
rates. 
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> CORRECT & SECURE previous knowledge 

> EXPAND knowledge

> BUILD confidence in English use 

METHODOLOGY 

We are committed to helping our students develop a holistic education 
through blended learning while reaching their true potential. The four 
english language skills; speaking, reading, writing and listening are 
incorporated to ensure optimum student potential. 

The classroom environment is designed to be relaxed, interesting 
and enjoyable. One of our teaching staff’s many strengths is their 
ability to encourage each student to communicate in English whilst 
participating in dynamic learning activities. 
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WHY
MALTA?

WHY COME TO STUDY ENGLISH IN MALTA? 

Because apart from the United Kingdom, Malta is one out 
of only four countries in Europe where English is an official 
language, thus making it ideal for this form of education. English 
has been spoken in Malta since 1814 when it became a British 
colony, and even when Malta obtained its Independence, the 
language kept its status as an official language. 

Malta is enriched with history that dates back to 5000BC, 
even further than the pyramids of Egypt, beautiful landscape, 
architecture and culture. This enables us to provide our 
students with a lot more than just an education in English, but 
also culture and history. 

Malta also has the best climate in the world, according to 
“international Living’s 2017 Quality of Life index”. It is sunny 
almost all year round with hot summers and mild winters 
making Malta an ideal destination practically twelve months 
of the year. This is why Malta is the destination of choice for 
foreign students wishing to learn English abroad. 

Furthermore, Malta abounds with places of entertainment, 
sports, adventure and both outdoor and indoor activities. There 
is never a dull moment and due to our small size, transportation 
takes less than an hour to anywhere around Malta. It is no 
wonder that so many students have described their educational 
stay here as an “exceptional experience” and some students 
even choose to permanently immigrate here after their course. 
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WE PRIDE
OURSLEVES

IN OFFERING
CUSTOMER

SATISFACTION

Here at English Domain a number of different courses 
are available. These courses have been specifically 
designed to meet any requirement a client might ask for, 
thus proving that as a school we are flexible in creating 
new courses and we do pride ourselves in offering 
customer satisfaction. 

• General English
• Intensive English
• English 1 to 1
• Full immersion
• Exam Courses (PET FCE IELTS TOEFL CAE CPE) 

ESP - English for special Purposes 

• Technical English
• Business English
• Legal English
• English for IT professionals
• English for the Financial & Banking Sector 
• English for Tourism
• English for the Hotel industry 
• English for the medical profession 
• English for the oil industry
• English for Engineers
• Aviation English 
• TEA – Test of English for Aviation ICAO Level 4

LEAF - Learning English & Having Fun 
 
• Art
• Cooking
• Photography 
 

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES 

• Family programme
• Teen/Junior programme
• Parent & Child programme
• Golden Club 50+
• Teaching English as a Foreign Language TEFL 
• Teaching English Language Teachers TELT 

COURSES
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GENERAL ENGLISH

General English is our standard course which gives you a good 
solid foundation in all aspects of the English language.

The course provides the essential structures and vocabulary you 
need, using a course book and supplementary materials, while 
giving you plenty of practice in all four language skills: speaking, 
listening, reading and writing. With regular speaking and listening 
practice and new language input, the course is designed to 
improve your level and to maximize your ability to use all the 
English you know. 

Your teacher will guide your academic progress throughout your 
stay. 

INTENSIVE ENGLISH

Make the most of your time abroad with this fast track learning 
course. The intensive English course is the same as our General 
English programme but with the advantage of 2 extra lessons in 
the afternoon (30 lessons per week). This gives you more study 
time enabling you to progress faster. Your teachers will guide 
your progress every step of the way. 

During the extra 2 lessons your teacher will help you to 
integrate your language skills. This will increase your ability to 
communicate, comprehend and to use all four language skills 
with greater fluency, accuracy organization and confidence. 

ENGLISH 1 TO 1

For those students who are looking for more individual or private 
attention, English Domain also offers 1-1 lessons. These lessons 
are ideal for students who prefer a more tailor- made approach 
to the course. This course allows the client to design the course 
along with their teacher, ensuring customer satisfaction. 
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FULL IMMERSION

Full immersion is the most rapid and effective way to learn a 
language. You will actually live with your English teacher, have 
private English lessons in your teacher’s home and communicate 
in English 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. You’ll be fully immersed 
in English and our Full immersion programme is perfect for those 
individuals who do not want a classroom setting, would like 
private individual tuition and enjoy the experience of living with 
a host family abroad. We guarantee that you’ll be amazed with 
your progress! 

Your progress, comfort and safety are paramount and therefore we 
pay particular attention to the quality of host tutor that we recruit. 
All host tutors are well educated and qualified at least to degree 
level. Many have additional TEFL, TESOL etc. qualifications 
and have years of experience teaching and welcoming foreign 
students into their homes. 

ESP - English for Special Purposes

The idea behind ESP 
programs is that the 
content of the courses 
is determined by the 
specific needs and 
wants of the unique 
group of learners taking 
the course. 

Students who learn 
English for special 
Purposes are learning 
English in context of a 
certain field, profession, 
or topic. For example, 
Legal English is taught 
in the context of law. 
Students will be learning 
English in preparation 
for studying law at 
university or to advance 
in their legal career. 
There are various 
courses available

TECHNICAL ENGLISH

The Technical English Course is suitable for intermediate to 
advanced learners of English. The course covers a wide range 
of topics on information Communications Technology including 
word processing, financial software and databases, multimedia 
applications, email, web design and internet security. Our highly 
qualified teachers present and explain new words in context and 
show learners how to use them. 

This course is primarily designed to make it easy for students 
to enter the world of technology confidently as it focuses on the 
main language skills: speaking, reading and listening while using 
ICT. 

DESCRIPTION OF COURSE 

• Teachers expose students to familiar ‘in use’ format with 
vocabulary items presented and explained in detail together with 
a range of practice exercises. 
• The course covers a wide variety of ICT vocabulary giving 
learners the confidence and ability to function in English in this 
area. 
• At the end of the course you will be confident that the language 
you have learnt is up-to-date and useful. 
• Working together on online activities like Skype allows students 
to apply the vocabulary they have learnt in class to authentic 
situations. 
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BUSINESS ENGLISH 

Business English is one of many possible Technical English courses 
that English Domain has to offer. This course provides the essential 
structures and vocabulary you need, while giving you plenty of practice 
in all four language skills: speaking, listening, reading and writing. With 
regular practice and new language input focusing on a more business 
approach and context, the course is designed to improve your level and 
to maximize your ability to use all the English you know. 

The course delves into many areas of business since it is quite a vast 
subject and students are encouraged to put presentations forward and 
are taught to handle/tackle real life business situations. many also opt to 
sit for Business English exams as our tutors are also qualified to assist 
students who want to take their language to a higher level. 

• Small groups 
• Highly qualified teachers 
• Native Speakers with a background in business 

LEGAL ENGLISH 

Another one of our Technical English courses is Legal English. 
Students enrolled in this course should be of a higher English Level 
(intermediate+). Throughout the course they will further their studies, 
expand their vocabulary and learn how to integrate their language skills. 
This will increase their ability to communicate, comprehend and to use 
all four language skills with greater fluency, accuracy organization and 
confidence in a legal context.
 
Students will have the chance to work together with our teachers as well 
as with other professionals brought in to give the course a more realistic 
touch, engaging students in scenarios that they will experience on a day 
to day basis working in such an environment. 

ENGLISH FOR IT PROFESSIONALS

This course is aimed at individuals working within the IT industry and 
gives the student a complete grasp of the terminology used within the 
informatics world. 

Individuals who seek employment within the information and 
communications industry, especially those who would like to broaden 
their opportunities and enhance their IT skills should attend this course. 
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ENGLISH FOR THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

Course participants can expect to cover the following areas during the course: 

• Presentation of one’s own work, organisation and products/services 
• Simulated negotiations and business meetings 
• Case studies and discussions on financial topics 
• Financial statements 
• Analysis of a company’s financial strengths and weaknesses 
• Advising clients – explaining a portfolio 
• Aspects of national and international economies 
• Presenting figures and graphs and describing economic and social trends 
• Communication in an international context including intercultural understanding 

ENGLISH FOR THE BANKING SECTOR

The course focuses on developing and improving communicative competence 
in the area of banking and finance. English for Banking offered at three Levels: 
Beginners, Intermediate and Advanced. 

The Beginners course is ideal for students who are currently pursuing a Banking 
course and need a specialised English program to cope with the language 
demands of the course. 

The three Levels are ideal for Banking and Finance staff from various levels who 
want to enhance their English language skills. 

English for Banking is designed to develop and improve English proficiency 
through the following components: Reading Skills - Writing Skills - Listening Skills 
- Speaking Skills - Vocabulary Development - Grammar 

THE CONTENT OF THE COURSE FOCUSES ON:

• Understanding and engaging in formal and informal contexts with people.
• Listening to and comprehending excerpts of conversations and speeches.
• Listening and understanding specific information from real conversations.
• Listening and responding to complaints with empathy.
• Acquiring the vocabulary used daily in the banking industry.
• Asking for and giving necessary information about banking issues
• Asking for and describing daily activities, past experiences and future plans.
• Giving basic descriptions of people and places.
• Giving simple directions and instructions.
• Reading and understanding short, basic written descriptions, advertisements, 
timetables, lists, signs etc...
• Applying relevant writing skills in their jobs, e.g. writing enquiries.
• English for Banking is designed to fulfil the needs of organizations that wish to 
customise the learning of English. The material designed can be tailored to suit 
your objectives. Student profiles will be collected for customisation and delivery 
of the Course. 

Students will need to sit for an entrance exam after registering for the course. 
The training methodology will include e-lessons and exercises, discussions and 
forums. 
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ENGLISH FOR TOURISM

This course will give students the ability to communicate effectively 
within the tourism industry where English language skills are essential 
for success.

Students will learn the specialised language skills they will need in tourism 
and hospitality fields, acquiring the necessary vocabulary, writing skills 
and communication practices when dealing with clients or colleagues.

In addition to improving the crucial areas of writing, listening, speaking 
and reading, this course includes topics such as:
• Writing industry-style e-mails and reports
• Reading and examining safety regulations, practices, etc.
• Managing a tourism team
• Understanding cultural awareness.

After taking this course, students will know how to effectively communicate 
in English within the tourism or hospitality sector and have the necessary 
understanding of the global tourism industry.

Supplement with personal Tuition 
Benefit from both group and private tuition by combining the English for 
Tourism course with one-to-one lessons.  

ENGLISH FOR THE HOTEL INDUSTRY

This course is ideal for both in-service and pre-service students. It 
deals with the many situations in which hotel employees meet guests, 
including reception, restaurant and bar work, answering the phone, 
giving directions, dealing with guests’ problems, writing short e-mails 
and letters, suggesting places to visit and explaining how things work. 

• This intensive course focuses on improving the skills that students 
need for work such as fluency, grammatical accuracy, pronunciation and 
vocabulary.  
• During the course a file is kept so as to guide students  to keep a record 
of their work, giving them a real sense of progress and achievement at 
the end of the course.

SUPPLEMENT WITH PERSONAL TUITION 

Benefit from both group and private tuition by combining the English for 
the Hotel industry course with one-to-one lessons. 
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ENGLISH FOR THE OIL INDUSTRY

This course is aimed at anyone involved or employed in the Oil or Gas industries, 
who needs to use English to communicate effectively with both clients and 
colleagues. Our specialized course delivered by professionally qualified teachers, 
combines a strong grammar syllabus with the specialist vocabulary that students 
need to succeed. 

It contains topics that reflect the latest developments in the field making it 
immediately relevant to students’ needs. The course is designed to develop both 
the learners’ language and communication skills in a professional context. 

The key language skills and communication strategies we provide in this course 
include:  
• meetings and discussions
• specialised vocabulary for the oil and gas industries 
• presenting data and numbers
• explaining data in simple terms
• explaining technical concepts in simple terms
• referring to charts, diagrams and numbers
• negotiations
• writing emails and formal letters
• writing reports
• speaking on the telephone
• hosting visits, socialising, meeting and greeting  

ENGLISH FOR THE MEDICAL PROFESSION

The English for the medical profession course is designed to improve the 
communication skills and specialist English language knowledge of healthcare 
for professionals, enabling them to work more confidently and effectively. 

Whilst emphasising listening and speaking, the course covers core areas 
of healthcare such as patient admission, taking medical specimens, patient 
handover, post-operation assessment and discharge planning. Authentic tasks 
and activities based on everyday medical scenarios - from dealing with patients 
in pain to discussing lifestyle changes - make the course relevant and motivating. 
The course also features online activities which focus on the latest advances in 
medical technology. This helps to keep people in the medical profession up-to-
date and linguistically confident when faced with unfamiliar equipment in new 
environments. 

• Authentic medical texts, realistic patient scenarios and practical medical tasks 
help prepare learners for their day- to-day working lives. 
• A focus on communication skills helps medical professionals to build a rapport 
with patients, their relatives and colleagues, and become more effective in their 
work-based interactions. 
• Classroom activities which focus on the latest advances in medical technology 
to help keep medical professionals up-to-date and confident when faced with 
unfamiliar equipment in new environments. 

Our teachers will give extra reference material including a glossary of medical 
terms; common acronyms and abbreviations; and sample medical charts and 
forms provide valuable support for students. 
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ENGLISH FOR ENGINEERS

Our specialized English for Engineering course develops the 
communication skills and specialist English language knowledge that 
our students will need as engineering professionals. The course will 
enable them to communicate more confidently and effectively with 
colleagues and customers. All units cover topics common to all kinds 
of engineering - including civil, electrical and mechanical - such as 
procedures and precautions; monitoring and control; and engineering 
design. Our qualified teachers will engage students in practical and 
applied activities - from describing technical problems and suggesting 
solutions, to working with drawings – thus making the course relevant 
and motivating. 

We also provide comprehensive notes and material. This course is 
specially intended for professionals or technical students in the field. 
Our aim is to provide students with practical knowledge that they can 
instantly apply after completing the course. 

• Focus on technical and semi-technical vocabulary enables learners 
to become familiar with and practice using the specialist language they 
need for work. 
• Authentic texts and realistic tasks help prepare learners for their 
everyday working lives. 
• An emphasis on listening and speaking helps learners to develop their 
communicative ability within this professional field. 
• Course covers terminology needed for all areas of engineering. 

AVIATION ENGLISH

This course is intended for people with limited knowledge of aviation, 
who are aiming to start their training for a career in the aviation industry. 
They may wish to become a pilot or an air traffic controller, or to be 
involved in airport administration, and need to have an overview of how 
the aviation world works. 

This special programme gives them an insight into the world of aviation 
and an understanding of some of its terminology, whilst improving their 
general English at the same time. 

The course provides a useful combination of Intensive General English 
and Aviation English tuition. 

The intensive programme, adopting an integrated skills approach, 
focuses on general English language development. The specialised 
component of the course concentrates on extending the trainee’s 
aviation English vocabulary, whilst also improving the receptive and 
productive language.

The course will include the following components: 

GENERAL ENGLISH LANGUAGE TUITION 

The course will concentrate on structure and usage, oral communication, 
vocabulary development and listening and reading comprehension.
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TEA – TEST OF ENGLISH FOR AVIATION AND TESTING OF UK-
CAA-LICENSED CANDIDATES

ICAO LEVEL 4 &LEVEL 5 
APPROVED ENGLISH TESTING FOR AVIATION

English Domain is a Test of English for Aviation (TEA) Centre in Malta.*

The Test of English for Aviation meets the ICAO English Language Proficiency 
Requirements (LPR’s) for licensing purposes and assesses spoken and listening ability 
according to the ICAO Rating Scale. It is approved by the UK Civil Aviation Authority 
and many other national authorities.

T.E.A. IS:
• an English communication test – not a test of  operational knowledge
•  a test of plain English in an aviation context – it is not a test of aviation phraseology
• an interview between the candidate and an examiner suitable for professional,  private 
or student pilots  (aeroplane or helicopter), professional or student  controllers, FISOs 
and radio operators
• a test of 3 sections lasting approximately 25 minutes

BENCHMARK TEST OF ENGLISH FOR AVIATION (B- TEA)

B-TEA is an online, multiple-choice test which assesses a candidate’s English ability 
for benchmarking / diagnostic purposes. The test assesses a candidate’s knowledge of 
grammar, vocabulary and listening comprehension skills. It does not attempt to assess 
a candidate’s spoken English. This means that it cannot be used for licensing purposes 
but it can be a simple, cheap and fast way of assessing a large number of people in 
order to determine their training needs.                    

B-TEA IS:
• is a simple, cheap and fast way of assessing and determining training needs
• is most suitable for determining approximate ICAO levels from 2 to 5
• consists of 140 multiple-choice questions
• lasts for a maximum of 45      
   
A number of aviation specialists have been tested with both this Benchmark Test 
(b-TEA) and the full TEA test - the results of this research indicate an acceptable 
correlation between the two tests. We are therefore able to conclude that a score of 
x on the Benchmark Test (b-TEA) is equivalent to a score of y on the ICAO language 
proficiency scale. 

AVIATION ENGLISH LANGUAGE TUITION 

The course will focus on developing the necessary language skills and vocabulary 
required for communication in a variety of aviation contexts. 
• Careers in the Aviation industry - pilots, air traffic controllers, engineers and 
other ground staff 
• Aircraft - types, structure and maintenance
• Airport - areas, layouts, equipment and planning
• Phases of flight - pushback, take-off en route and landing 
• Language of flying - communication in the air and on the ground 
• Theory of flight Meteorology 
• Navigation Emergency situations 
• International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) 

*English Domain Operates as a test centre for Mayflower College in the UK which is approved to conduct language 
proficiency testing by the UK CAA.      
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Ever thought of 
incorporating a hobby 
or particular interest 
that you might have 
with an English 
language course? 

Here at English Domain, 
we can make this 
possible. if you are 
into art, Cooking or 
photography, then we 
have the course for 
you. Currently English 
Domain is offering 
these 3 courses for 
enthusiasts of such 
interests 

Who said you 
can’t have fun 
while learning 
English? 

ART

Art plays an important role in our everyday life. Art beautifies, 
captures memories, communicates ideas, imparts values 
and evokes emotions. art exists all around us in different 
forms, such as in the colours and patterns in nature to 
everyday images and designs on magazines, products, 
and media. 

The art and Design course considers expression and 
communication. Students learn about visual perception 
and aesthetic experience, and the ways in which art and 
design creates a language of its own. most of the work in 
this course is practical or studio based, so that students 
can develop their abilities of observation and analysis of 
the visual world, sensitivity, skill, personal expression and 
imagination. They also learn how to relate their skills to 
an enhanced knowledge of their own cultures, past and 
present. our classes are all delivered by qualified teachers.
 
• Developing visual Literacy. 
• Developing the ability to communicate ideas by using and 
creating visuals. 
• Developing awareness and appreciation of art and 
aesthetics. 
• Interpreting artworks.
• Creating artworks to share ideas, thoughts and feelings. 
• Use of different mediums and techniques: Drawing, 
painting, moulding, rendering (using digital media).
•  Cultivating a spirit of innovation and experimentation. 
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COOKING

This course is aimed at individuals who have a 
passion for gastronomy. not only will students 
upgrade their knowledge of the English language 
in a fun atmosphere but students can also indulge 
in cooking a variety of different cuisines including 
an introduction to Maltese specialties first hand. 

PHOTOGRAPHY

This course is aimed at anyone who is new to 
photography or who knows how to use their camera 
and wishes to learn how to make full use of it. This is 
achieved by explaining to students the main features 
of the camera, how they function and what they do. 
Participants will also engage in practical creativity 
sessions whereby they will experience for themselves 
the creative use and manipulation of these functions. 
Thus, in this way our photography students learn how 
to take original photographs that stand out and look 
vibrant and attractive. Building on that, this course 
also provides an introduction to photo editing using 
Adobe Photoshop. In this way, the students learn how 
to digitally manipulate their photographs in order to 
bring out special effects. These courses are delivered 
by professional photographers.

• Key Features 
• Introduction 
• Working with ISO
• Aperture 
• Shutter Speed 
• Using the different modes 
• Lighting 
• Planning and Composition. 
• Creativity in Photography 
• Practical Sessions 
• Photo Editing using Adobe Photoshop 

L EARN
E NGLISH
A ND HAVE
F UN

LEAF
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JUNIOR PROGRAMME

The Junior Summer Camp programme offers 
a complete English learning experience and 
a complete leisure package for the students. 
Lessons will focus on the four main English skills. 
Students will also practice the skills through the 
various leisure activities provided by the team. 

Your teacher will look after all your academic 
progress throughout your stay. 
 

SPECIAL 
PROGRAMMES
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TEEN PROGRAMME

The Teen Summer Camp programme caters 
for students aged between 13 to 16 years. This 
programme offers a complete English learning 
experience and a complete leisure package for the 
students. Lessons will focus on the four main English 
skills. Students will also practice the skills through the 
various leisure activities provided by the team. 

The ages will be mixed and students will have a 
variety of activities in class (drama, dance, arts and 
crafts) as well as outdoor activities (water sports, 
bowling, cinema, treasure hunt and boot camp).

All lessons are taught by qualified teachers and all 
outdoor activities are supervised by a group leader. 

FAMILY PROGRAMME

The parent and child programme caters for those 
families that would like to learn whilst having a 
great experience together. This course offers a 
complete English learning experience combined 
with a complete leisure package. Lessons will 
focus on the four main English skills. Students 
will also practice the skills through the various 
leisure activities provided by the team. 

Our family programme consists of a package 
with or without an English Language course for 
parents. 

All prices for activities including entrances will be 
available for parents who are not studying. 
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GOLDEN CLUB 50+

Golden Club is an exclusive programme for people 
aged 50 and over. it offers a complete English learning 
and leisure package for all those looking to travel and 
improve their English whilst meeting new people and 
experiencing new cultures as well as having special 
offers of car rental or chauffer services. 

At English Domain, we believe that English is best 
learnt by practice. You will be placed in a small class 
of students that creates a more relaxed and informal 
environment which will give you more confidence to 
participate in class. an emphasis is made on spoken 
and practical English. 

With English Domain’s leisure programme, you will 
have the opportunity to immerse yourself in Malta’s 
culture and learn more about Malta’s extensive history. 
Excursions will be organised to various historical 
locations including the prehistoric temples which 
are the oldest free standing structures in the world 
as Malta’s history goes back 7,000 years! You will 
also have the opportunity to enjoy the Mediterranean 
cuisine and swim in Malta’s azure seas. 

Golden Club offers you the unique opportunity to meet 
new faces from all over the world. You will study in 
small groups, participate in numerous group & leisure 
activities with your class members allowing you to 
build up new friendships. 

This course is suitable for anyone interested in 
travelling and discovering new cultures and ideally 
suited for mature students looking for a fun way to 
improve their English whilst making the most of their 
time with the programmes’ social activities. 
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EXAM COURSES

The Teen Summer Camp programme caters Life is 
becoming more challenging and job opportunities 
more competitive. Candidates are constantly asked 
to present more qualifications. That being said, 
for students wishing to sit for exams for university 
enrolment, future job prospects or other reasons, 
English Domain has a variety of exams that students 
can choose from. 

our tutors will guide and assist students in every 
possible way to ensure that they achieve their 
maximum potential, and increase the chances of a 
pass in whichever course students might opt for. We 
have a very high success rate of 95%. These courses 
are mainly offered for groups however students 
may also apply for 1-1 lessons focusing on exam 
preparation. The following are exam courses one 
may find at English Domain: 

• PET     
• FCE     
• IELTS  
• TOEFL
• CAE      
• CPE
 

ITEFL

Ever considered teaching English as a foreign 
language? Well, if that’s the case, here at English 
Domain we also offer this course to students who 
would like to take that extra step further in the 
English language world. 

This course is open to those students who 
possess an advanced or higher level of English. 
The course delves into the TEFL approach and 
methodology, focusing on the skills rather than 
merely teaching grammar, to help others learn 
the English language. 

The course is made up of input sessions with our 
highly trainer instructors, a number of observation 
hours, in which students sit in real classes and 
observe how teachers adapt the TEFL method 
into their everyday teaching, and presentations 
to show their teaching skills. At English Domain, 
the success rate of our trainees is exceptionally 
high with more than 95% finishing the course with 
highly desirable pass rates, thus making them 
more trainable and employable. 

Upon completion of the course students attending 
the course can try their hands at teaching English 
to fellow foreigners, where they are not just 
teaching but also gaining experience and learning 
so much more about international cultures. 
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INTERNSHIPS

English Domain offers students the opportunity of 
an internship in Malta. With a balanced mix of work 
placements, our goal is to turn knowledge into valuable 
experience for the benefit of students, graduates and 
mentors. 

All our work placements are in an English speaking 
environment, so that not only do you gain work 
experience but you also continue to increase your 
language skills, whilst experiencing first hand new ways 
of working in an international context and a new culture. 

Therefore, your internship will be the key to professional 
and personal development which does not only reflect in 
personal enrichment, but is also an excellent reference 
on your CV and therefore an asset in your future career 
path. 

WORK PLACEMENTS: 

If you ;

• are aged 16 and over, 
• are able to communicate in English, 
• have a full health insurance and liability 
• insurance for your stay in Malta, 
• have a European Passport, 
• are registered at a European Institution. 

DURATION OF PLACEMENT AND WORKING 
HOURS: 

• Work placements have a duration of  a minimum of 3 
weeks and a maximum of 6 months,

• Working hours: average 30 to 40 hours weekly, 

• Working times depend on the host company’s 
schedule.  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ESP AND INTERNSHIP 

English Domain boasts an excellent array of rigorous, 
professional, and intriguing internships combined with 
ESP courses.

The content of the courses is determined by the specific 
needs and wants of the unique group of learners taking 
the course. Students who learn English for Special 
Purposes are learning English in context of a certain 
field, profession, or topic. With a balanced mix of ESP 
courses and work placements, our goal is to turn 
knowledge into valuable experience for the benefit of 
students, graduates and mentors. 

Our ESP and Internship programme is a form of 
experiential education that integrates knowledge 
and theory learned in the classroom with practical 
application and skill development in a professional 
setting.  An integral component of the experience that 
distinguishes it from other types of work is one or more 
forms of structured and deliberate reflection contained 
within learning agendas or objectives.

While improving their language skills, students will 
learn about a career field from the inside and decide 
if this is the right career field for them, work alongside 
a professional in the chosen career area, observe 
the work place and see if it matches expectations. 
Throughout our ESP and Internship programme, 
students learn new skills and add to their knowledge 
base while gaining confidence in their abilities, have an 
opportunity to practice communication and teamwork 
skills and gain industry knowledge first hand from an 
organization and professionals. 

One of the recurring themes in any entry level job 
search is the lack of experience factor. “Where do I get 
experience if no one is willing to hire me?” The answer 
is simple: Get an internship in an English speaking 
environment!
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HOST FAMILIES
 
To make the most of your stay and maximise speaking 
opportunities, English Domain recommends Host 
Family stays while students are in Malta. Not only 
will this opportunity give students a more realistic and 
authentic view of the Maltese daily routine, but will 
also give them the chance to learn about the island’s 
history, culture, traditions and also cuisine. 

Moreover, living with a family enhances the 
opportunities for students to practise new English 
skills outside a classroom environment. Host families 
will provide students with breakfast and dinner and 
students have the option of choosing to stay in single 
or shared rooms. Our host families are located nearby, 
a 10-minute walk or 30-minute bus ride maximum.

 

HOTELS OR 
 SELF-CATERING APARTMENTS 

For more independent students, or families wishing 
to come together other options are available. In fact, 
English Domain also offers accommodation in a 
selection of hotels as well as self–catering apartments 
suitable to fit all budgets. Please ask for more details. 

ACCOMODATION
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LEISURE ACTIVITIES
 
As the English saying goes – “All work and no play makes Jack 
a dull boy.” During their stay, students will be offered a packed 
leisure programme which is set to change every week. 

Another feature we have at English Domain is that students 
are given an option of 3 different activities daily, which they can 
choose from. Therefore, students plan their own programme 
and attend activities they truly desire. 

No matter the time of year, there is always plenty to do in Malta, 
from rock climbing and scuba diving to art exhibitions and 
theatre. At English Domain, our experienced leisure team will 
tailor make your leisure programme specifically for you. 
 

LEISURE
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SOCIAL MEDIA
fb.com/EnglishDomain

english_domain

+356 99 901 233

youtube.com/DomainGroupOnline

Domain Group
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DOMAIN GROUP

Domain Services is the ICT Company within Domain Group which supports 
the educational sector through various services, products and solutions.  
Domain Services provides VLE (eLearning) solutions, eContent, interactive 
whiteboards, Classroom Control systems, School Management Systems, 
etc.  Domain Services partnered with Fronter, Polyvision and NetSupport.
 

English Domain is a prestigious English Language School in Malta which 
also forms part of Domain Group. English Domain caters for General English 
as well as specialised English courses such as Business English, Technical 
English, English for lawyers, English for the Oil and Gas Industry, English for 
Pilots, English for the medical profession, English for Executives, etc.   
 

Computer Domain forms part of Domain Group and is a fully licensed Further 
and Higher Education Institution specialising in the delivery of international IT 
industry certifications and exams.  Computer Domain partner with Microsoft, 
Cisco, LPI and ECDL/ICDL. Computer Domain offers exams under various 
Exams providers such as Pearson VUE and Enlight.

Domain Academy of Higher Education is part of Domain Group - leading 
educational specialists providing Degrees and Diplomas to local and 
international students alike. Domain Academy is a licensed Higher Education 
institution and has partnership with the University of Hertfordshire (UK) and 
University of Derby (UK).  Domain Academy is also a recognised Edexcel 
Institute (Pearson Group) and delivers various international Diplomas.  All 
Degrees and Diplomas are recognised and accredited internationally.

Domain Group has evolved over the years and has now diversified into 
a number of area focused companies, each of which provides educational 
opportunities or related ancillary services, in a number of areas of education. 
At present the constituent parts of Domain Group include Domain Academy, 
English Domain, Computer Domain, and Domain Services. 
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Address:
English Domain,
Domain Building,
102/104, Constitution Street,
Mosta, MST 9055
Malta, Europe

Tel:     +356 21 433 688, +356 27 433 688, +356 99 901 233
Fax:     +356 21 438 729
Email:    sales@domaingroup.com.mt
    info@domaingroup.com.mt
Website:    www.englishdomain.eu
 
Facebook:   www.facebook.com/englishdomain/ 
Whatsapp:  +356 99 901 233 
Youtube:    youtube.com/DomainGroupOnline 
LinkedIn:     Domain Group 
Instagram:  english_domain 
 


